December 201 4

A new year is coming, a new time for new sailings
and adventures for our youngsters with a great Scout
spirit but also a moment for all to discover how other
young people live trough Europe and world
waterfronts.
The times demand that our our adventures come
with a great spirit in bringing all together and find
that besides some diferent techniques we all want
the same:
We all want to sail from one point to the other in
great respect for nature;
We all want to sail in place with each other, using
the tides and winds;
We all want to row for a better future for us all, in a
shared and sustainable basis, where each child, each
young live with a happy smile until the dawn of life.
The Light of Bethelem cruise, that we all follow
trough the Baltic Sea, and some in our Countries
until our harbours is a symbol of that wish, that in
this new year we all can fellow BP wishes, in a very
wet, funny, way and we will be bale to share it
among us and with all Scouts and others who make
from the water a living way.
A lot of projects are marked on the chart, others can
come, but crews and skippers are needed to make
them. Let's sail them
.

A great and Happy new year

!

Nuno Baptista Jacinto
Chairman of Odysseus
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(Belgium, the Brussels 140th Seascouts FOS)

Hello fellow Scouts who sail the
European waters
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visible
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At Eurosea 1 2 in Brugge there was one workshop called "Sea
Scout map of Europe". In that workshop we gathered
together what kind of things happen is Sea Scouting around
Europe. There were topics like "Sea scout events",
"advertizing", "training" and "funding". With this Euronaut
we start sharing that information and we introduce one or
two examples more in detail. We start with funding and an
examples from Finland.
I'm hoping to get photos and examples of nautical games
from every country!
Satu Raudasoja
Editor in chief of Euronaut

Euronaut is a newsletter of European Sea Scout network. All guides and scouts are welcome to join
the Facebook group "European Sea Scouting" and share their scouting related stories and photos. If
you want to share any stories in this newspaper, you should post them to euronaut@seascouts. eu

Members of Odysseus Group
Satu Kristiina Raudasoja from

Finland was chosen to Odysseus group
for a 3rd time. Satu has been a
chairman and a vice chairman earlier,
and continues in Odysseus Group as
the editor in chief for Euronaut. Satu
works as a project manager in an ICT
company and plays rugby. She is
training for the women's 7's rugby
national team.
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Currently Satu is a member of the Sea Scout committee of the capital
area in Finland Her home group Kivenlahden Piilevät has three sailing
boats: one Dehler 36 and two 6-meter-long "My" boats. "I love to see
how the young people learn new things and how they little by little
master new skills " Her goal in Odysseus is to get Euronaut newspapers
out regularly. "I really feel Euronaut and Facebook are the two things
that make our network alive between the seminars. Without these
two channels we would not know what happens around Europe in Sea
Scouting and what kind of international projects are done. "
.

.

Satu is a straightforward person who wants to get things done. Satu
wishes to have an opportunity to visit sea scout camps in different
countries some day. "I really enjoyed sailing together with people
from other countries to Jamboree in Sweden and I hope we will
contnue this kind of events on European level. " "It would be awesome
to have a sea scout camp together with rovers from different
countries
."

Werner Strobel is from Austria and

started in Odysseus as the 'anchor
man'. The role is being in contact with
sea scouts from different countries.
Werner works as a purchasing manager
and travels every now and then
because of his work. Outside scouting
he loves networking, being with his
family, genealogical research and
canoeing.

In scouting Werner loves to cook with his scouts. He is the chairman
of the board of a regional group and a sea scout ambassador of the
Association of Boy Scouts and Girl Guides of Austria. Werner
describes himself as a reflective and decisive person, who is an
active listener.
"My aim is to improve the network by raising the participation of new
members. In the same way I want to support the network and sea
scouting in Europe. In the preparation for the next Eurosea I want to
bring in my training skills and experience for a successful sea scout
event. " When asked about the best experience until now in scouting,
Werner's answer is international seminar on adult resources policy
evaluation 2002 at Cairo. Werner would like to participate on an
international boat trip along the Danube to the Black Sea.
Text: Satu Raudasoja, Photos: Viljo Mannerjoki
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We want to challenge YOU with a Friendship Badge!
During the Eurosea we have been talking about a friendship badge. In the
months after the Eurosea the Odysseus group has continued this
discussion. We have been discussing about the rules around earning the
badge. Some ideas about the things scouts should do to be able to earn
the badge :
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1 ) Take part in an international seascout event, or a seascout event in
another country.
Examples:
• armada or other sailing event
• Participating in an exchange seascout program
• Having (facebook) seascout friends from a different country
• Visiting an other seascouts troop in an other country
And share this in European Sea Scouts Facebook group/seascouts. eu and
/ or write article to the Euronaut. One photo & 1 00 words is enough.
2) Popularize idea of international sea scouting in your own troop/group
So we have some rules, but we do not have a badge. So it is time for you.
Design a badge, and send it to euronaut@seascouts. eu The best design
will become the International Seascouts Friendship Badge.
What are the requirments for the design of the badge:
- Not to big (length 4 cm)
- Should be able to be made in each country
- Clear layout
In the second Euronaut in 201 5 we hope to be able to
present the badge (and the designer) to you !! So
please send your design before february 201 5.

Example of badge design
(Please make a better one!)

What has Odysseus been doing ?
Eurosea is over, and we all went home. During
Eurosea we choose a (new) Odysseus group, but
then…it became quiet… Have they done something?
Already three Euronauts are published, and a report
about the Eurosea has been written. We have been
busy with the friendship badge. Poland has placed the
official bid for the next Eurosea, and the Odysseus
group had planned a preparation meeting. We have
been collectiong information/advice for the
possibility of organising an international sea scout
camp, but we have not been able to share it with the
volunteers yet. And the ambassadors network is
starting again. Every month Odysseus has an online
meeting, and we will try to update you in Facebook
and in Euronaut.
Ernst-Jan Jacobsen,
vice chairman of Odysseus
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« Atelier Marin»,
a win-win concept made in Brussels
Yachting has the reputation to be a ‘rich men’s sport’, and yacht
owners know that a boat is like a hole in the water, in which you throw
a lot of money. On the other hand, many ships lay unused in harbours
and get covered with moos. At the third edge of the equation we have
experienced Sea Scouts, but who generally can’t afford themselves to
hire yachts to continue their sailing experience.
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These were the three basic elements that made 7 senior sailors –and
mostly former Scouts or Sea Scouts- decide to create an association that
has as a finality to permit less favoured youngsters to access to sailing.
“L’Atelier Marin” (literally “Maritime workshop”) was created on
December 27th 201 1 in Brussels and started its action with two boats of
the founding president: a 1 934 wooden 33’motorsailor and a homebuilt
replica of a 22’Mackinaw Boat.
We made some buzz in the local press with the concept and received
after a few weeks a Coronado 25 that laid already seven years on a
Yacht Club yard. It was renewed mainly by public funding and was put
–for free- at disposal of the three Sea Scout units of the Brussels area.
As a compensation for using the boats, we asked them to help with the
maintenance or renovation of the boats.

As I said earlier, the finality of Atelier Marin is to permit less favoured
youngsters to get access to sailing. So, after our first season, in which we
managed to offer over 600 man-days sailing pleasure to Sea Scouts, we
announced that we would ask to the most experienced amongst them to
sacrifice some of their leisure time as a skipper or a crewmember for other
youngsters. And guess what ? It worked out fine !
In three years time, we thus managed to offer over 2. 700 man-days free
yachting and received 3 sailing yachts for free: the Coronado 25, a Trismus
32 and a Carter 37. As it is pretty expensive to leave a boat unused,
owners are prepared to offer their boats for free to charity organisations,
there where they desperately try to sell the boats to private persons.
In the same way, public authorities or large companies are prepared to
fund the renovation of the boats.
So…. . there’s an idea which might be interesting to develop in other
countries.
As a matter of fact, we didn’t stop there…as we are totally crazy, we also
built a 40’ Bantry Bay Longboat in 8 months of time, which we launched on
November 8th under the name “Zinneke” (“Mongrel”), as a tribute to the
multicultural mosaic of the Brussels society.
For more info, do not hesitate to contact me : nicolas@joschko. be
Our website : www. ateliermarin. be …. sorry, but only available in French
and Dutch.
Nicolas Joschko
“Castor”
140th Sea Scouts FOS
25th Sea Scouts &
Sea Guides SGP
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Annual Survival Hike of 201 4 takes
place in County Wicklow, Ireland
When the boats are in for the winter , hiking in the
mountains takes place. Over our Bank holiday weekend
the 25th to 27th October 201 4 our Sea scouts from the
Malahide Wednesday Troop braved the cold winds and
headed out to the Wicklow Mountains for their Annual
Survival Hike, a Troop tradition which began back in
1 976.
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France: Annual meeting of leaders
The annual meeting of the Sea Scouts and Sea Guides
of Scouts et Guides de France took place 22-23th
November 201 4 in Vannes. There were leaders from all
over France.

The Survival Hike is a Watch based competition where
each Watch is given only the gear they carry and some
grid-references. Each grid-reference marks a checkpoint
where they must navigate to and then are awarded
points to complete a task or scenario at each base.
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Checkpoints include: Obstacle Course, Cooking, Bivvi,
Novelty, Navigation and First-aid. It takes a lot of skill,
preparation, teamwork and leadership to bring a Watch
through the Survival Hike. Well done T’Gallant and
Watch Leader Dylan O’Halloran for this year’s win.
Text and photos by Colum McCaffrey

Photos: Scouts & Guides de France - Groupe marin Estienne
d'Orves (Vannes)

SEA SCOUT RALLY IN HUNGARY
"The Boy Scout Association of Hungary is
organizing a National Sea Scout Rally
and Conference on the shores of Lake
Balaton in Tihany, from July 26 to
August 5, 1 928. "
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This was an article at the Scouting,
Volume 1 6, Number 7, July 1 928 (BSA).
Also in an regional Austrian newspaper
we found an article about this event.
There is a very detailed description of
the programm of the rally. The camp
started in Budapest and seven nations
joined. There were scouts from UK,
Brasil, Denmark, Poland, Germany,
Hungary and Austria.

On the 30th July they traveled to
Tihany on the Lake Balaton.
Together there were about 800
scouts in the Sea Scout camp. There
were single competitions in
lifesaving, repairing boats, diving,
orientation, first aid and knowledge
of knots. The team events were
rowing, relay race swimming,
obstracle course by boat, signalling
and some other challenges.

Sailing at the summer camp. Photo: Nicolas 'Castor'
Joschko (Belgium, the Brussels 140th Seascouts FOS)

If you have any documents or pictures
about this event please share it with us
and send us an email.
Werner Strobel
Sea scout ambassador, Austria
Pfadfinder und
Pfadfinderinnen Österreich /
Association of Boy Scouts
and Girl Guides of Austria

Ternevig sea scouts harbor. First frost of winter arrived,
and the sun is low - picture taken mid day. Photo: Axel
Carl Hundal (Norway)
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Turun Tähti-tytöt (freely translated
“Turku’s Star-Girls”) is a local group
which has only girls and women as
members. Sanna Laaksonen tells: “We
get questions like “Where do you buy
your maintenance work?” sometimes.
But we are doing as much of
maintenance work ourselves as possible.
Girls from the age of 1 2 are doing
washing and painting of the boat. "

In Finland we have one special harbor, which is
occupied by only scout vessels. It is Heinänokka
harbor near the city of Turku.
For sea scouts winter means the end of the sailing
season (at least in Finland) and getting boats
ready for winter. Most of the scout vessels in
Finland are lifted from the water for the winter,
because the material of the vessel cannot resist
the pressure and the burden of the ice. Most of
the scouts vessels in Turku area stay in the
grounds of Heinänokka harbour for the winter.
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The amount of scouts vessels in Heinänokka varies
from year to year. "Some boats may have a bigger
repairment project on-going during the winter,
and those boats are stored somewhere else", says
Sanna Laaksonen from the local group Turun
Tähti-Tytöt. One of the boats staying in
Heinänokka for winter is s/y Meritähti III of the
local group Turun Tähti-Tytöt.

The local groups in Turku area decide
together the date for lifting the boats and
this event is called “common lifting”. A
crane is ordered for this date. It is more
practical to order the lifting machine
(crane) for one day in this one harbour,
instead of everybody ordering a lifting for
their boat on different dates.
Maintenance of the boats good takes a lot of
work and time. Cleaning, waxing, painting,
repairing the motor… “Every year there is
one bigger project in the boat. ” Sometimes
leaders are fixing something in the late
hours to get the boat ready for sailing the
next day with the scouts.

Original text in Finnish and photos: Eveliina Saari, translated and modified: Satu Raudasoja

Lifting up the boats in a scout harbor
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Sea Scout map of Europe:
Funding

Fund raising: Washing boats

Here are some of the different ways of funding you scouting. Please share
more best practices and ideas in Facebook and in Euronaut!

Public funds
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Governement
Local city
European Union social funds
Lottery
Church
Rotary
Lions clubs

Working to get money

washing boats
organizing a concert / Jazz brunch
cleaning festival areas
helping / working at events (e. g.
boat fair)
Santa Claus service
Advertisement campaign day for a
company (e. g. giving out flyers or
test-samples)

Selling something

group newspaper
pancakes
harbour book (made by local
group)
books "The Group history" and
"History of national sea
scouting"
special scouts christmas
calendar

The main fundraising event
for local group Kivenlahden
Piilevät (Espoo, Finland) is
washing the boats in the
local harbor when the boats
are lifted up for the winter
(two days). The group rents
two pressure washer
machines for these days and
washes the bottoms of the
boats. There are 6-1 0 rovers
and leaders participating to
this on both days.

Other

membership fee
renting the scout facilities
donations from companies and
private citizens
contacting all former and active
members
sponsoring (e. g. a company logo
to the sail)
Text: Satu Raudasoja, Photos: Monna Laari
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GAME: Trim your sail / direction of the wind
"Trim your sail" game was introduced at Eurosea 1 2 as an example of a nautical
game. The main idea is to react to the direction of the wind and 'trim' your
main sail according to the direction of the 'wind'. To make the game more fun,
it is possible to add a competition with some wooden blocks or other material
GAME: Trim your sail
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NEEDED:
for every participant 2 objects (e. g. wooden block or bottles) which will stand
on the ground (and can be knocked down) and 1 object (e. g. wooden block or
ball) which will be thrown
PREPARATION:
Mark the middle of the circle, participants make a big circle (about 8 meter
diagonal), every participant puts one object about 2 meters in front of her and
other object 3 meters in front of her.
PLAYING THE GAME:
The leader runs around the circle, stops and shows the direction of the wind.
Every participant will react to this and show how she would trim her main sail.
The leader tells who have trimmed their main sail correctly and these
participants will try to knock down the closest one of the 2 objects on the
ground with her throwable object.
If a participants hits the closest one of 2 objects, next round she tries to hit the
second one. That parson wins who is first to knock down both objects on the
ground.
Text and photo: Satu Raudasoja (Finland)

Participants are in a circle, the leader shows the direction of the wind.
The participants use their hands to show how they would trim the main

Corner of jokes
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This time these ocean related jokes were picked from the site:
http: //www. theoceanadventure. com/Kids%20Page/jokes. html
If you have any water or scouting related jokes, please share
those!

What has no beginning, end or middle and touches every
continent?
The Ocean.

Which bus crossed the Atlantic Ocean?
Christopher ColumBUS.

What is the best way to catch a fish?
Have someone throw it at you.

Why do whales sing?

Because they can't talk.

Drawing: Jouko
Raudasoja

AQUA 201 5
We want invite you to Slovak Sea Scout national jamboree with broad
international participation AQUA 201 5. Next year it will be the 8th AQUA and
it will be held in theme „Back to the roots“ in place where it all begins,
Orava reservior, biggest lake in Slovakia. On last seven AQUA participated
over 1 500 participants from more than 1 5 countries.
AQUA 201 5 is organised by High admiralty of Slovak Sea scouts with help of
international service team. You can expect five days of activities, including
sailing, canoeing, rafting, trekking, voluntary work for local community,
climbing and more. For evenings we plan cultural program, tent with board
games, teahouse. We also want to dedicate one whole day as „International
day“ to give participants opportunity to present their countries and national
scouts organisations.
Food will be secured three times a day, on campsite also be secured chemical
toilets and showers with hot water, accommodation in own tents. Campsite is
easily accessible with public transport, there are two international airports in
Slovakia, Bratislava airport and Košice airport, both about five hours of train
travel from campsite. All information and communication with participants
will be available in English, event itself will be held in both English and
Slovak. If you have more questions feel free to contact Pavol Kukla.

Photo: Tomáš Oraves

AQUA 201 5
Date: 9th – 1 6th August 201 5
Venue: Orava reservoir, Námestovo, Slovakia
Number of participants: 240 (60 IST)
Age of participants: 1 5 + (exceptions for Sea Scouts)/ IST 1 8+
Participants fee: 1 20 € (IST 60 €)
Email: pavol. kukla@gmail. com
Facebook:
https: //www. facebook. com/pages/AQUA/6098695891 2371 2
Website: www. aqua. sk

Photos and graphics from AQUA Facebook page

